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Marble

Marble is a natural and porous stone. Each piece of marble is unique, and has inherent qualities that  will vary from 
piece to piece, including veining, tint, and density.  Minor pitting and/or surface fissures are a normal characteristic 
of natural stone, and are not  considered defects. Marble is  not scratch proof – small nicks and/or scratches are 
considered  general wear and tear, and are not covered under warranty. The surface of your new marble product 
should not come into contact with hot and/or moist/wet  containers or materials. It is recommended to use 
coasters, placemats and the like to avoid any marks  or stains from heat and/or liquids.  

Like most natural materials, natural stone needs care and maintenance to ensure its long-lasting appeal and 
hand-feel. Always wipe up any liquid spilt onto the surface immediately, especially acidic substances (coffee, 
citrus, alcohol) as they may leave permanent marks or stains if left to penetrate the surface. If a stain has become 
permanent, the stone would need to be sent to a professional for repair. When cleaning, use warm water and mild 
soap, we recommend detergent free. Afterwards, wipe off with a damp cloth and finish by drying with an 
absorbent towel. Avoid wiping off the liquid when cleaning spills, as this will only spread the spill. Instead, gently 
dab as you clean.

Brass

Brass is a metal  made from copper and zinc. Brass will naturally oxidise from the moment it is exposed to air, 
often already displaying dark spots before use. This is not a flaw, but rather a natural characteristic of solid 
brass.For regular dusting, use a dry cloth. For cleaning or in case of a spill, use a damp cloth, and wipe with a dry 
absorbent towel. To help improve the signs on oxidisation we recommend using producs such as Brasso, and 
following their instructions on application.

Mirror Glass

We recomend to keep movement to the mirror,  to a minimum to avoid any possible damage. To clean mirror 
glass, use a soft clean cloth with warm water, followed by quickly drying with a dry soft cloth to avoid streaks. Do 
not allow the edges of mirror to remain wet for extended periods of time. Do not use acidic cleaners on the mirror, 
and never use abrasive cleaners or steel wool. 


